Mini cooper repair manual

Join our email list to receive the updates, general MINI news, and more. Looks like were having
some technical difficulties, please try again later. Join our email list to receive MINI updates,
news, offers and more. Please input your full 17 digit VIN below. This field is required. VIN not
recognized. We recognize your car, but don't have your manual digitized just yet. Be In The
Know. This is a dialog window which overlays the main content of the page. The modal begins
with a heading called. Pressing the Close Modal button on the modal will close the modal and
bring you back to where you were on the page. Closing this window will return you back to the
main page. First Name This field is required. Last Name This field is required. Email This field is
required. Zipcode This field is required. Thank You. Close Navigation. Lightbox Close. Offsite
Disclaimer. OK Cancel. Stay In the Loop. First Name This is a required field. Last Name This is a
required field. Email Please enter a valid email address. ZIP code Please enter a valid Zip code.
Please agree to our terms. Do you have a question about the Mini Cooper or do you need help?
Ask your question here. Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your
question. The more detail you provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for other
Mini Cooper owners to properly answer your question. View the manual for the Mini Cooper
here, for free. This manual comes under the category Cars and has been rated by 2 people with
an average of a 8. This manual is available in the following languages: Engels. Below, you will
find the most frequently asked questions about the Mini Cooper Is your question not listed? We
use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to
use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Online Edition for Part no. Ask a
question. About the Mini Cooper Mini Cooper specifications. Related product manuals.
Frequently Asked Questions Below, you will find the most frequently asked questions about the
Mini Cooper How do I convert miles into kilometres? The location of the VIN number of the car
differs per brand and type of car. The code may be stamped on the frame of the car or mounted
on a plate. What is a VIN number? The VIN number of a car is an identification number unique to
each car. When does my Mini need maintenance? Regular maintenance is necessary for every
car. How often the car needs maintenance and what exactly needs to be done can be found in
the maintenance instructions. For major periodic service, this should generally be done every 2
years or after 30, kilometres. When should I change the brake fluid of my Mini? It is
recommended to change the brake fluid every two years. What is the difference between E10
and E5 petrol? E10 petrol consists of up to ten per cent ethanol while E5 petrol will contain less
than five per cent ethanol. As a result, the percentage of E10 petrol is lower than that of E5
petrol, making it less bad for the environment. One or more doors won't open from the inside.
Now what? The lock is most likely set to the child safety lock so it cannot be opened from the
inside. How to unset the child safety lock differs per brand and type. My car radio does not turn
on, now what? If your car radio does not turn on, it will not receive any power. Check that the
red wire is connected to the contact power supply and the yellow wire to the constant power
supply. Read more. Service recognition. CBS items, viewing and resetting. Maintenance tables.
Changing a tire Hardtop or Convertible. Changing a tire Clubman. Jump starting. Indicator and
warning lights. Clutch fluid, checking. Drive axle joint CV joint boots, inspecting. Exhaust
system, inspecting. Suspension, inspecting. Tires, checking inflation pressure. Tires, rotating.
Wheels, aligning. Body and hinges, lubricating. Exterior washing. Interior care. Leather
upholstery and trim. Seat belts. Windshield wiper blade maintenance. Engine oil service. CBS
prompted service. Additional services. Vehicle check. Spark plug change intervals. Brake pad
and rotor wear, checking. Brake system, inspecting. Parking brake, checking. MINI Cooper
vehicles are equipped with condition based service CBS capabilities that monitors vehicle
systems and components and suggests service based on the actual current condition of
components. Following the CBS recommended service intervals helps ensure safe and
dependable operation of the vehicle. Aside from keeping your vehicle in the best possible
condition, proper maintenance plays a role in maintaining full protection under MINIs
new-vehicle warranty coverage. If in doubt about the terms and conditions of your vehicles
warranty, an authorized MINI dealer should be able to explain them. MINI is constantly updating
their recommended maintenance procedures and requirements. The information contained here
may not include updates, revisions or part supersessions made by MINI since the publication of
the documents supplied with the vehicle. If there is doubt about a specific model or model year,
or what intervals to follow, consult an authorized MINI dealer. These headings have different
meanings. WARNING Text under this heading warns of unsafe practices that are likely to cause
injury, either by direct threat to the person s performing the work or by increased risk of
accident or mechanical failure while driving. CAUTION Text under this heading calls attention to
important precautions to be observed during the repair work that will help prevent accidentally
damaging the vehicle or its parts. NOTE A note contains helpful information, tips or pointers
which help in doing a better job and completing it more easily. See also Warnings and Cautions.

The MINI maintenance system, called condition based service CBS notifies the driver of needed
service based on the condition of monitored components. CBS recommends maintenance only
for components that are worn. CBS measures, monitors and determines the required
maintenance of several service items independently of each other. The instrument cluster
prompts the driver whenever one of the CBS items requires maintenance or replacement. CBS
also details the recommended, due and overdue required maintenance. For many maintenance
tasks, CBS uses sensors to monitor vehicle driving conditions, then uses this data to calculate
current and future service requirements. CBS sorts service requirements according to date due
and notifies the driver when the vehicle requires service. CBS tasks that are monitored are
displayed in the tachometer instrument and the car communication computer CCC cars fitted
with navigation. The display shows remaining times or distances for the following maintenance
tasks. Engine oil and filter change Front brake pad replacement Rear brake pad replacement
Cabin microfilter replacement Brake fluid change Vehicle check Safety and emissions
inspections Automatic transmission fluid, oxygen sensor and spark plug replacement intervals
are not shown in the tachometer or the CCC cars with navigation. These items still require
periodic replacement. See Maintenance tables in this repair group. Tachometer CBS display
uses an upper and lower panels: 1. Remaining distance to next service. Date for next service.
Service requirement information is stored in the remote key while the vehicle is driven. This
information can be accessed by an authorized MINI service center at the time of a service
appointment. For CBS to work correctly, make sure correct local date and time are set in the
vehicle instrument cluster. Service recognition The CBS system recognizes when a service is
required using one of three methods: Adaptive. Sensor data and algorithms are used to
determine the required maintenance interval for a service based on individual user driving style.
Examples: Oil change interval is determined by fuel consumption. Front and rear brake pad
replacement intervals are determined from two-stage brake lining wear sensor signals on left
front and right rear brake pads; and from algorithms using these input parameters: travel
distance, wheel speed, braking pressure, braking time, and braking frequency. Fixed time
months determines required maintenance for the following: Brake fluid change Mandated safety
and emissions inspections Fixed distance miles determines required maintenance for the
following: Spark plug replacement dependent on engine Air filter element replacement
Automatic transmission fluid change Cabin microfilter replacement Oxygen sensor replacement
Vehicle check See Maintenance tables in this repair group for details. When one or more service
operations are carried out example: front brake pads and rotors are changed , reset the service
interval. CBS resetting functions can be found in the Settings menu. CBS items, viewing and
resetting Enter vehicle and close doors. Switch ignition ON KL15 but do not start engine. Upper
panel in tachometer is illuminated with a service item. Lower panel indicates remaining time or
mileage left for that service Item. Push BC board computer button on end of turn signal stalk to
scroll display to next available CBS item. The service interval display in the tachometer signals
the need for maintenance and inspection. Oil change tasks are in Table a. Condition based
service CBS tasks are in Table b. Service and maintenance tasks required at set mileage
intervals are in Table c. Other recommended periodic vehicle inspection tasks are in Table d.
MINI is constantly upgrading recommended maintenance procedures and requirements. The
information contained here is as accurate as possible at the time of publication. If there is any
doubt about what procedures apply to a specific model or year, or what intervals should be
followed, remember that an authorized MINI dealer has the latest information on
factory-recommended maintenance. Except where noted, the maintenance items listed apply to
all models and model years covered by this manual. The number in the Additional repair
information column refers to the repair group in this manual where additional information can
be found. CAUTION The publisher of this manual recommends that engine oil and filter be
replaced a intervals not greater than miles or one year, whichever comes first. Table a. Engine
oil service Engine oil and oil filter, change CBS prompt based on fuel consumption. Brief
diagnostic tests: Check Control, check messages. Indicator and warning lights, scan for fault
codes using BMW scan tool or equivalent. CBS display, reset. Tires, check tread, adjust
pressures. Tire pressure monitor, reset. Parking brake, check operation, adjust as necessary.
Washer fluid, top off. The aim throughout this manual has been simplicity, clarity and
completeness, with practical explanations, step-by-step procedures and accurate
specifications. Whether youre a professional or a do-it-yourself MINI owner, this manual will
help you understand, care for and repair your car. Features: Procedures for everything from
changing the ATF to replacing a dirty cabin microfilter and resetting the CBS condition based
service system. This manual tells you what to do and how and when to do it. Drivetrain
maintenance, including troubleshooting, adjustment and repair of clutch, gearshift linkage and
drive axles. Suspension repairs, including strut and control arm replacement procedures.

Manual and automatic transmission removal, installation, seal replacement and external service.
Body adjustments and repairs for sunroof and convertible, including resetting of the rollover
protection system. Electrical system service, including an easy to use electrical component
section with detailed illustrations and photos. Comprehensive wiring schematics, including
fuses and grounds. MINI factory tolerances, wear limits, adjustments, and tightening torques.
High pressure fuel system service on turbo engine, including replacing HP fuel pump. Open
navigation menu. Close suggestions Search Search. User Settings. Skip carousel. Carousel
Previous. Carousel Next. What is Scribd? Uploaded by Bentley Publishers. Date uploaded Jun
28, Did you find this document useful? Is this content inappropriate? Report this Document.
Flag for inappropriate content. Download now. For Later. Related titles. Carousel Previous
Carousel Next. Jump to Page. Search inside document. Maintenance CBS items, viewing and
resetting Enter vehicle and close doors. Press and
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hold trip reset button on tachometer arrow for 10 seconds. To reset, push and hold BC button
again. Repeat procedure for additional resets. Step-by-step instructions for resetting CBS
service items. Aleksey Lakomov. Michael Carnell. Bentley Publishers. Jandy Aditya Pratisto.
Vali Iovi-Stere. Pamela Noble. Solo Minis. Johan Steenkamp. Adi Surya. Kkbhuvan Kk. Jaime
Mora Flores. Marvin Sagastume. Joel Victoria. Eduardo Barboza Cruz. More From Bentley
Publishers. Popular in Nature. Analysis of non-isolated bidirectional dc-dc converter with ZVS.
Anuja Varghese. Taeyang Kim. Latisha Carter. Omar Rodriguez. Deepak Chachra. Gabriel
Eduardo. San Shwe. Paula AB. Bharata Badranaya. Hanin Jaliyy. Keith Lee. Assessing the
potential impacts of climate change on coastal wetl. Akande Olumide Samuel. Greg Kitchin.
Rakesh Reddy. Gaurav Tiwari. Saad Seb. Igor Dupalo. Apple Monderin. Walter Mendoza. Danz
Alanna. Quick navigation Home. Collapse section Share Share on Facebook, opens a new
window Facebook.

